Mobile Guarding Services

World Class Security Service...
In situations that require an on-site presence for key tasks, Securitas Mobile Guarding can be an effective and affordable solution. This highly flexible combination of services gives you the benefits of an on-site security officer without the round-the-clock payroll.

The Right Response From Professional Patrol Officers
Mobile Guarding is a comprehensive alternative security solution utilizing the largest mobile footprint in North America. A custom-tailored combination of services is designed for each client.

Patrol Inspections: Specially trained, fully equipped officers can conduct random and/or scheduled and unannounced patrol and perimeter inspections, as well as monitor and adjust equipment as necessary.

Alerts Response: When your alarm systems are triggered, a nearby Mobile Guarding officer will be dispatched to your facility. Our officers are trained and equipped to respond and take the best course of action.

Employee Escorts: Whether it’s a service technician in the field or an employee needing an escort to their service technician in the field or an employee needing an escort to their service technician, Mobile Guarding officers will meet your employees to provide a safe environment.

Real-Time Reporting: Securitas Mobile Guarding provides real-time, web-based reporting of all services including patrol inspections, alarm response and employee escorts. Once an event is complete all information is client accessible through a secure online portal.

Monitoring Equipment: Many facilities, such as manufacturing plants and pharmaceutical companies, have machinery or materials that must be kept under constant conditions. A Mobile officer can check in as needed to help meet these specifications and can even be trained to make minor adjustments.

Handling False Alarms: Using Mobile Guarding as a first response helps eliminate false alarms to lower law enforcement, saving your company and yourself. In the event of an actual emergency, the Mobile officer will respond and help ensure your facility is secure.

Customer Convenience: The systemic approach to Mobile Guarding allows for consistent service from one or more pillars, our security professionals will consult with you to understand your unique security requirements and goals. After a detailed Securitas Risk Assessment, our experts will recommend the mix of security services that best addresses those requirements.

In the many settings in which Mobile Guarding is part of an optimal security solution, a customized combination of patrol inspections, alarm response and/or employee escorts will be recommended.

After service initiation, our proprietary tools keep our clients connected to their facilities. Through the use of tier verification and reporting software, our clients have real-time access to real-time inspection results as well as historical information and reporting. These tools are fully customizable and provide on-demand reporting once procedures change at one site, they can instantaneously be updated across all client sites, even if they are across the country.

Mobile Guarding
Mobile Guarding is a fully comprehensive solution that draws on the experience and knowledge of a global security leader. With Securitas USA, you can rest easy while knowing that we have the workforce and expertise to handle your situation. And should your needs change, our extensive resources mean we have the flexibility to implement procedures for seamless protection.

Whenver You Need It Wherever You Need It!

Six Pillars of Protective Services
Protection and Deterrent from Theft and Vandalism: Random, regular checks by officers in clearly marked Securitas vehicles send the clear message that you take your security seriously.

Recognition of Safety Hazards: As part of your site analysis, Securitas USA staff identifies hazards and can put procedures in place to help provide a safer workplace. During patrol inspections, officers can also make you aware of any potential issues on an ongoing basis.

Increased Morale: The presence of security officers provides a great comfort to employees, which boosts morale, increases retention and makes your business more attractive as an employer.

Custom Reporting: Our digital reporting is customizable for each client, so you receive all information you deem important. Also, if you have multiple sites and make changes to your reporting procedures, your other locations will immediately begin using the updated reports, even if they are across the country.

Peace of Mind: At the first sign of trouble, your Mobile officer will execute an appropriate response to help protect your employees, facilities and assets.

Power Outages: In the event of a local or regional power outage, your Mobile officer can dispatch two back-up officers to help secure or re-secure your facility.

Compelling Value For Every Business

Mobile Guarding allows the smallest business owner access to the same world-class protection, high-caliber officers and advanced technologies deployed by large corporations. After performing a detailed analysis of your site, Securitas USA will create an innovative, flexible security solution that fits your needs as well as your budget. Key benefits include:

- Random, regular checks by officers in clearly marked Securitas vehicles
- Identification of hazards and procedures to help provide a safer workplace
- Customizable digital reporting

The Leader in Protective Services

Contact us to learn more about The Six Pillars of Protective Services and identify how Securitas can best serve your needs. Partner with The Leader in Protective Services to take advantage of security professionals who will learn your security objectives and recommend the service and technology mix to provide the protection you need today and anticipate your requirements going forward.
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